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 ‘I don’t think museums, as they have existed for a hundred years are going to 

survive if they don’t make changes’ (Samis 2017: 1). Most museums are currently trying to 

reinvent themselves from the cliched dusty museum filled only with permanent, high-brow art 

exhibitions. For those cultural organisations which cannot rely solely on public funding, this 

is not a matter of adhering to trends, but rather an economic necessity for covering their costs. 

The solution is often to attract new audiences, but many museums struggle do so while 

remaining in-line with their goals and values. Many people are also skeptical of this strategy, 

claiming that ‘high art’ cannot attract new audiences such as children or underprivileged 

people. The idea of mixing high and low art leads to many debates too. This dilemma is not 

only about art works or culture; it is a true sociological question. Determinist theories 

promote the incompatibility of different audiences in the same museum as they do not share 

the same cultural background. However, knowledge about art and its appreciation is 

something that can be acquired. In three parts, this essay will use French theorist Pierre 

Bourdieu’s theories on cultural capital to answer the question: How do museums balance the 

need to attract new audiences with that of maintaining their own values and goals? The first 

part will introduce the new challenges that museums are facing and will go through 
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Bourdieu’s theories in order to understand why all visitors cannot be attracted to the same 

things. The second part will focus on museums’ communication style and explain the 

audience responses that follow. The last part will examine several examples of museums that 

reinvented themselves to attract new audiences in order to see if is possible to develop 

diversity and interaction. 

 Most art organisations are nonprofits and benefit from public funding. Even 

though they do not need to generate profit, they still need to even their costs which is often 

difficult. Museums are very representative of this. Research shows that, for the past few 

decades, most have changed their ‘marketing practices’ to try to be more competitive in order 

to attract more visitors. (Tsourvakas 2016: 134) Bakhshi and Throsby said that these changes 

can be made on three levels: ‘art performance venue’, ‘content’ and managing teamwork 

across different departments. (Tsourvakas 2016: 143) It has been proven that innovative 

marketing as well as the content presented to the audience or teamworks can lead to good 

economic benefits. Thus ‘the overall relation between institutions and visitors’ has also 

changed: the former is now aware of the great variety of audiences and engaged in ‘intense 

competition for their interest’ (Ravelli 2016: 2). In this way, the relationship between 

institutions and their visitors is ‘more reciprocal’(Ravelli 2016: 94). Museums must study 

their target audiences and see how they can adapt their content to please them. As a museum 

director explains it: ‘We have to keep reevaluating: Who’s our audience and what do they 

need from us?’ (Samis 2017: 2). 
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 Not every audience will respond to an exhibition the same way. According to 

Laurie Hanquinet, there are three types of visitors: ‘those with traditional beliefs in art, those 

with a socially detached vision of art based on a modernist paradigm, and those favouring art 

as an experience able to produce reflection’ (Hanquinet et al 2014: 126). There is a gap 

between the first type and the last two, as the latter do not have the same degree of cultural 

knowledge. This is what Pierre Bourdieu calls ‘cultural capital’. Each individual possesses a 

certain amount of knowledge — or capital — which enables that individual to evolve in a 

certain field. In Distinction, Bourdieu explains ‘how social position affects taste’ (Hanquinet 

et al 2014: 112). People who never went to a museum as children will tend not to be interested 

in this type of experience, especially regarding ‘high arts’. This is why ‘Bourdieu sees the 

construction of aesthetics as itself a social process’. He distinguishes ‘highbrow aesthetic’ 

from ‘popular aesthetic’ as they will not appeal to the same type of individuals (Hanquinet et 

al 2014: 113). This supports the point that it is difficult to attract different types of audiences 

that will not like the same things. According to Barthes, each individual will understand and 

appreciate a piece of art according to one’s cultural background, as one will associate and 

interpret the images with one’s own experience and knowledge. Visitors see an exhibition 

from the ‘perspective’ of their ‘background’ (Lopes 2017: 6). Bourdieu thought that 

individuals tend to reproduce the structures that produced and limited them (Villegas 2004: 

176). People have certain ‘predispositions for certain behaviors, beliefs, and 

attitudes’ (LeGrow et al 2014: 328). This is why it is very complicated for museums to attract 

certain visitors as they do not have the right predispositions.  

 ‘The prestige and authority museums enjoy in our culture come with a downside: 

many potential audiences see them as intimidating and exclusionary’ (Samis 2017: 18). 

Moreover, many curators are frustrated when they are asked to adapt exhibitions to a certain 
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audience that is not used to museums. For instance, exposing many ceramics might make 

sense for someone who knows a lot about them and can perceive and appreciate the tiny 

differences between each object, but most visitors would probably find it boring and spend 

very little time on it (Samis 2017: 34). While designing exhibitions, museum staffs should put 

themselves in the shoes of visitors who are museums’ novices, however, visitors are too often 

idealised.  Glasgow Museum’s Mark O’Neill thinks that for many curators ‘there’s a kind of 

an imaginary aesthetic visitor, solitary male, no friends, no family.’ (Samis 2017: 24)  

 The way in which museums communicate with visitors presents another 

challenge. This is particularly evident with exhibit labels, which not only explain the key 

points of each piece, but also become part an exhibition’s overall design (Ravelli 2016: 1). 

Labels say a lot about the type of relationship a museum has with its audience according to 

the way they address visitors (Ravelli 2016: 6). The most common genre of text is the ‘report’ 

which ‘describes the way things are’ (Ravelli 2016: 20). There are also: the ‘explanation’, 

which explains phenomenon and often appears in scientific exhibitions; the ‘directives’, 

which influences people’s behaviour; the ‘discussion’, which leads to an open response; and 

the ‘procedures’, which is often instructive (Ravelli 2016: 21–24). Genre choice reveals an 

institution’s goal (Ravelli 2016: 28). Museums can immerse the audience in an exhibition by 

matching the tone of labels and the objects exposed, and visitors will subconsciously react to 

a text according to its genre (Ravelli 2016: 29).  
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 However, this raises again the question of audience diversity in museums. If 

institutions want to welcome a ‘popular’ audience, they must adapt their texts accordingly. 

For instance, after a summative evaluation, the Denver Art Museum had to reprint its 

American Indian galleries’ 700 labels with a bigger font because visitors said the font was too 

small to read (Samis 2017: 60). Though there is an old tradition of long and complex texts 

which are associated with the ‘high arts’, research shows that visitors tend to be disappointed 

by this type of label (Ravelli 2016: 3). This correlates with Bourdieu’s theory  that if 

individuals do not possess the right type or amount of linguistic capital, they will not be able 

to enter and fit in a certain field. In this case, the museum field would remain closed to them. 

 Communication is not fixed, but rather, an ‘active and social process’ (Ravelli 

2016: 5). Context determines whether or not language is appropriate (Ravelli 2016: 11), and 

this is why the ‘organisational framework’ is meaningful; the way things are said or ‘framed’ 

changes the impact on the audience (Ravelli 2016: 18). Since the 1970s, in the United States, 

‘plain English’ has been  recommended for cultural organisations because it is accessible to all 

(Ravelli 2016: 63). However, this raises again the problem of the traditional definition of the 

arts. Plain English is vague, with no place for details which matter on the aesthetic level 

(Ravelli 2016: 63). Moreover ‘the degree of accessibility of a text simply cannot be measured 

with a fixed set of rules’ (Ravelli 2016: 68). It is going to depend on each individual’s 

linguistic capital. However, contrary to intent, research has shown that ‘well-written’ text 

tends to make visitors insecure and frustrated as they will not understand everything or simply 

‘lose interest’. It ‘makes institutions inaccessible’ (Ravelli 2016: 47). 

 A way to determine a text’s complexity is to examine the ‘lexical density’ which 

measures the ‘proportion of lexical items in a clause’. It opposes the ‘choreographic 
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complexity’—spoken language—to the ‘crystalline complexity’—well-written text (Ravelli 

2016: 55). Thus several ‘levels of accessibility’ can be reached to adapt to each audience type 

(Ravelli 2016: 49). One level might benefit one group over another, which causes some 

visitors to feel left behind. The texts designed to guide them through the museum do not fit 

with their own capital language (Ravelli 2016: 118). 

 How can one text speak to everybody? How can one exhibition attract people 

from different social and cultural backgrounds? This third part will use examples of museums 

that developed strategies to address the diversity issue. The Museums and Diversity Initiative 

of the American Alliance of Museums led several studies to determine whether race is a 

relevant factor for museums to focus on if they want to welcome a great diversity of visitors. 

They concluded that even though race impacts an individual’s culture, that culture more often 

results from different factors. Race is not relevant as it does not guarantee that all persons 

sharing the same race share the same cultural capital. Instead, ethnicity might be more 

relevant here as it is the result of ‘cultural and geographic characteristics’ and it is ‘socially 

constructed’(Werner et all 2014: 4). Demography enables museums to know which group is 

the most prevalent in the area. For instance, the demographic of households with children is 

meaningful for a science museum as families tend to go to this type of museum more than art 

museums (Werner et all 2014: 4). Each museum can design adverts to suit the specific area 

where its target audience lives. It is also a good way to orient the exhibitions to the type of 

audience that surrounds the museum. For instance, The Hermitage in Nashville, Tennessee 

used to predominantly attract tourists and wanted to diversify its audience, so they created a 
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new exhibition specifically to appeal to locals. The AAM mentioned above established a list 

of commitments in order to guarantee diversity in its institutions through several elements 

such as: facilities, recruiting or engaging communities (Werner et all 2014: 2). Because it 

might be too much for a museum to attempt to attract too many different  groups, focusing on 

an ‘underserved audience’—such as girls for science museums—might be a more effective 

strategy (Werner et all 2014: 3). It is also useful to study visitors’ social identity as it is a way 

to understand their ‘motivations’(Werner et all 2014: 8) in visiting a museum.  

 According to the Columbus Museum of Art Director Nannette Maciejunes, 

inclusion should be considered especially by regional museums, as people who do not usually 

go to museums are more likely to visit one in their own town than the ones in the big cities. 

He is aware that many people feel left behind by cultural organisations and points to the 

museums’ teamworks’ responsibility: ‘What do you mean you want to grow your audience? 

But we’ve got to be better at listening to our visitors and understanding their anxieties and 

breaking down those barriers’ (Samis 2017: 115). He explains that the hierarchy in those 

organisations is unhealthy and discourages audience diversity because it places ‘staff experts 

in dominant roles and audience activities and their staff experts in subordinate roles’ (Samis 

2017: 51). The director invites museum staffs to reconnect with the essence of art exhibitions. 

What matters most, an old and comforting vision of the arts or sharing these pieces of work 

with as many people as possible? (Samis 2017: 116).  

 To get people interested in the arts, cultural organisations should try to attract 

children in order to impact their future adult cultural capital. The Sweet Briar Museum in 

Virginia tried to do just this. Until 2003, college students were their main audience (Carr: 

187), but they wanted to attract a new audience and chose to focus on children. As the 
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museum’s objects are related to the history and heritage of Sweet Briar College, they 

wondered ‘how to make a college-specific collection relevant for those with no association to 

it’ (Carr: 188). It is complicated for museums to acquire a new collection or to expand an 

existing one, which is why the SBM chose to look at what they already had from a ‘fresh 

perspective’ (p190). To attract new people, an institution must create a need and respond to it 

(Carr: 189). SBM established a new program targeting children for their existing exhibitions. 

For one about African-American Heritage, they organised walking tours on the plantations. 

The college was found in Daisy William’s honor, so they designed children’s activities 

inspired by her hobbies and created ghost tours to try and spot Daisy’s ghost. For the Japanese 

culture exhibition, they arranged for children to learn to make origami and calligraphy, drink 

tea and try on kimonos (Carr: 191). Before opening this new program to the general public, 

they invited the local Girl Scouts to come try the activities and provide feedback, and they 

asked parents questions such as when they should schedule children tours. The museum then 

shaped their activities according to this feedback. Because several teenagers expressed 

interest in pursuing a career in the museum field the staff created the Curatorial Connections 

program which invites local high schools and museum studies classes to attend temporary 

exhibitions before they open to the general public. The teenagers are a test audience and also 

help design the exhibition. This program is useful for both the museum and the students (Carr: 

196). Many museums are skeptical about welcoming children because they are likely to cause 

damages or to be noisy which might bother other visitors. To find a solution, the SBM 

decided not to threaten or ground children but rather to make them ‘co-conspirators’. For 

instance, the young visitors are asked to tell if they see an adult chaperone touching the 

objects, and colorful tapes help them keep their distance from the objects (Carr: 192). 

Attracting new visitors is difficult, and making them to come back is even harder, so the SBM 

created a collection of patches that children can collect when they come to the museum. Thus, 
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the museum worked on all the important key points to find a solution to all the issues raised 

by attracting a new audience.  

 The SBM example represents a visitor-centered museums trend. The researcher 

Jay Rounds is convinced by this twenty-first century vision of cultural organisations: ‘we 

must not only read and understand the objects in our care; we must read and comprehend our 

visitors as well’ (Samis 2017: 169). He points to the importance of directors’ leadership skills 

as most museums should ‘create new teamworks, cross disciplinary’ (Samis 2017: 171). He 

adds that there is often no visitor-centered museums courses available in museum studies 

(Samis 2017: 174). Thanks to a study led over twenty museums worldwide, Judy Rand, an 

exhibition planner, established the ‘Visitors’ Bill of Rights’. It invites museums to apply some 

key points such as: ‘comfort’, ‘orientation’, ‘welcome’, ‘socializing’ (visitors should be 

allowed to talk and spaces should be fitted out for groups), ‘communication’, ‘learning’, 

‘choice and control’ (visitors should be able to decide how they organise their visit), and 

‘challenge’ (visitors’ knowledge should be challenged through questions). An important motto 

is: ‘accept me for who I am and what I know’ (Samis 2017: 5). With a touch of humour, Jay 

Rounds says that ‘museum visitors … are not very good at visiting museums’ (Samis 2017: 

169). Staffs should take visitors for what they are and create exhibitions that suit them. Each 

museum can choose to be visitor-centered in its own way; there is not one solution only.  

 The Denver Art Museum chose ‘Object-Oriented Learning’ and created a 

Discovery Library where visitors can touch objects and read books related to the exhibitions. 

The room is fitted with sofas and coffee tables on which visitors can find creative challenges 

such as ‘write a biography in six words’ (Samis 2017: 56). Children can also try some outfits 

on, and there are paintings on the walls. In the other exhibitions, most objects are kept out of 
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arm’s reach but there is no vitrines to separate them from the audience (Samis 2017: 58). 

Visitors can also touch and play with objects related to the pieces of art such as the beads 

tables. A woman explained she enjoyed this activity because her dad and her four-year-old son 

‘will sit right next to each other at the same time, do their own thing and help each other. I 

love that it transcends age levels’ (Samis 2017: 59). The DAM is a good example of a visitor-

centered museum, but it is not the only one. There are many other nice initiatives, such as 

engaging plays at the City museum, the ‘sensory-rich and immersive design’ at the Ruhr 

Museum or a great variety of tours (each one adapted to a different audience) at Kelvingrove 

(Samis 2017: 139). The new program of the Museum of Contemporary Art Denver is 

especially innovative with ‘dialogues between high and low culture’;their talk topics include: 

‘Banana Foster & Emily Dickinson’ and ‘Marxism & Kittens, Kittens, Kittens’ (Samis 2017: 

157). As Laurie Hanquinet explains it, ‘this apparent rise of eclecticism should not be seen as 

the end of cultural hierarchy, but rather as the consequence of the multiplication of aesthetic 

principles as symbolic boundaries’ (Hanquinet et al 2014: 127). 

 To conclude, in order to be more economically sustainable, many museums have 

to expand their audience. However this creates a dilemma between diversity and preserving a 

traditional idea of museums filled with high art. Moreover it is complicated to attract several 

types of audiences as each individual’s taste and sense of aestheticism is different. Those 

differences can be explained by sociological theories such as the ones developed by Pierre 

Bourdieu. Understanding the variation within different groups’ cultural capital is useful for 

museums which want to attract new visitors. Indeed ‘it does not mean that (…) proximity in 
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social space automatically engenders unity’; in other words gathering several types of 

audiences in the same exhibition is not enough to make it work (Calhoun 2017). As this essay 

has shown, communication is a key factor in  how cultural organisations connect with their 

audience and reveals a lot about the way they consider their visitors. The several examples of 

new museums initiatives show that it is possible to expand one’s audience without going 

against the organisation’s goals and values. Diversity is often the answer, as ‘understanding 

where visitors are coming from helps us understand how to engage them in a dialogue that is 

meaningful to all’ (Samis 2017: 2).  Organisations have to put visitors at the center of their 

new programs and reconnect with the essence of museums. As the curator Guzman says: ‘If 

you love the stuff so much, wouldn’t you want to share it?’ (Samis 2017: 41). The solution is 

not to fall into determinism but rather to rework individuals’ cultural capital through 

‘conceiving a new aesthetics’ which ‘is based on the difference, on contradiction, on the anti-

hegemonic’ (Lopes 2017: 11). 
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